
The roman font is the core or spine from which a family of typefaces derives.

Italic fonts, which are based on cursive writing, have forms distinct from roman. 

         the lowercase -.

Bold (and semibold) typefaces are used for emphasis within a hierarchy.

Bold (and semibold) typefaces each need to include an italic version, too.

A full type family has two sets of numerals: A full type family has two sets of numerals: lining (123) and lining (123) and lining non-lining (non-lining (non-lining ).

adobe garamond regular

adobe garamond italic

adobe garamond expert (small caps)

adobe garamond bold and semibold

adobe garamond bold and semibold italic 

adobe garamond regular and expert numerals 

The idea of organizing typefaces into matched 
families dates back to the sixteenth century, when 
printers began coordinating roman and italic faces. 
The concept was formalized at the turn of the 
twentieth century. 

The roman form, also called “plain” or “regular,” is the 
standard, upright version of a typeface. It is typically conceived 
as the parent of a larger family.

The italic form is not simply a mechanically slanted version of the 
roman: it is a separate typeface. Note that the letter a has a different 
shape in the roman and italic variants of Adobe Garamond.

Small caps (capitals) are designed to integrate with a line of text, 
where full-size capitals would stand out awkwardly. Small capitals 
are slightly taller than the x-height of lowercase letters.

Bold versions of traditional text fonts were added in the twentieth 
century to meet the need for emphatic forms. Sans-serif families 
often include a broad range of weights (thin, bold, black, etc.).

The typeface designer tries to make the bold versions feel similar 
in contrast to the roman, without making the overall form too 
heavy. The counters need to stay clear and open at small sizes. 

Lining numerals occupy uniform units of horizontal space, so 
that the numbers line up when used in tabulated columns. 
Non-lining numerals, also called “text” or “old style” numerals, 
have a small body size plus ascenders and descenders, so that 
they mix well on a line with lowercase letters.

A type family   faked by slanting, or inflating, or SHRINKING letters. 

type crime: 
pseudo italics
The wide, ungainly 

forms of these skewed 
letters look forced 
and unnatural.

type crime: 
pseudo bold

Padded around the 
edges, these letters 

feel blunt and dull.

type crime: 
pseudo small caps

These shrunken
versions of full-size 

caps are puny

italic bold small caps

Adobe Garamond was designed by Robert Slimbach in 1988.
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